Thu 19 May – 19 June, Vrijhof Small exhibition room

**The making of ‘The Head’**

As of 11 April the lustrum artwork ‘The Head’ will be installed on our construction in April, its appearance will remain a mystery. During this period Vrijhof Culture will also present an exhibition about the creation of ‘The Head’ from Atelier Van Lieshout in the small exhibition room.

Mon 23 May, 19.30-21.00, Open Air Theatre

**OUT DOORS Chamber Music Festival**

Foundation UT DOORS will bring their chamber music to campus in this special edition of their music festival. They focus on young talents and give them a stage. The music differs from jazz and classical music to modern music, all music styles have a spot at IN DOORS.

Thu 28 & Fri 29 June, 20.00, Sat 4 June, 15.00, Vrijhof Agora

**Onze toekomst - NEST Musical // NL**

When NOS asks a question about climate change on a forum, a discussion erupts about the cause, the consequences and the authenticity of it. Where activist Sophie fights for the future, Milan is busy causing riots. When Louise calls for action, the young people unite in a protest. Here the first measures arise, love blossoms and the protest escalates into a riot.

Sat 4 June – Sun 26 June, Spiegel

**WAK 2022 – Students and employees show their creative side**

During the WAK, you can visit activities all over Enschede that focus on the passion and fun of amateur art. WAK Enschede connects with the national campaign ‘ikston’ (translated: I show). During this period Vrijhof Culture offers a stage to students and employees who are creative in their free time. Amateur art is put in the spotlight! This year we give them the opportunity to show their work in the showcases of building Spiegel.

Thu 9 June, 20.00, Vrijhof Amphitheater

**Pro Deo Match – Pro Deo**

An evening filled with improvisational theatre where 2 teams take on each other by playing improv games and receive points from the judges. As the audience, you have the chance to vote suggestions which the players will use in their games and you may throw roses if a scene blows you away. Each show and every scene is unique!

Sun 12 June, Time TBA, Enschede Museumfabriek

**Disney concert – MSO, Musilon, SHOT, UTmost**

As a collaboration of all the music associations, an afternoon of great music is going to be held at the Museumfabriek in the city. Each association will perform something unique and, at the end, two large collaborative pieces will blow you away.

Tue 14 June, 18.00, Vrijhof Audiozaal

**Dance graduation - 4 happy feet**

The number of 4 happy feet will show what they can do at the end of their dance training year and will be rated for their abilities by a professional dance couple. Everyone is welcome to see these beautiful members dance, if corona will allow it.

Fri 17 June, 20.00, Sat 18 June, 15.00, Vrijhof Agora

**Arabesque performance - Arabesque**

Arabesque is a production group for modern dance and organizes an annual performance where their dancers of all levels get to show their talents. The choreographies are performed in groups, solos or duets and are made by choreographer Lasviie Andrea Ochoa and the dancers themselves.

Sat 18 June, 15.00, Location TBA

**Concert MSO - Musica Silvestra Orkest**

The association will perform a concert with the following program: Slavonic dances, parts 1, 2, 4 and 7 & Hansel and Gretel, Humperdinck & Different parts of the nutcracker suite & Symfomy 1, Rimsky Korsakov.

Thu 23 & Fri 24 June, 20.00, Vrijhof Agora

**Pride and Prejudice - InterNEST**

Pride and Prejudice follows the turbulent relationship between Elizabeth Bennet, the daughter of a country gentleman, and Mr. Darcy, a rich aristocratic landowner. They must overcome the titular sins of pride and prejudice in order to fall in love and marry. With a modern twist to the script, this widely known story comes to life in a new and interesting way.

Sat 25 June, 11.00-23.00, Bastille Drakenkelder

**Fanaat Open - Fanaat**

Fanaat Open is a board game day. At the Fanaat Open, Fanaat provides the opportunity to everyone to stop by their club room De Drakenkelder and play games from their grand collection of games. If a game seems interesting to you, just grab it and ask if someone wants to join. If people are setting up a game, ask if you can join it. People will be happy to explain the game’s rules to you.

Fri 1 July, 20.00, Sat 2 July, 15.00, Vrijhof Agora

**Summer concert - Musilon**

After two years of not being able to perform live, Vocal Group Musilon is finally back on stage! Vocal Group Musilon sings polyphonic music, both acapella and piano accompanied, in a wide variety of genres.

Thu 7 July, 20.00, Vrijhof Audiozaal

**Uitzwaaiconcert Studenten Harmonie Orkest Twente**

Studenten Harmonie Orkest Twente (SHOT) is going on a trip abroad to Germany and Italy, but not before they have had the chance to perform here in the Netherlands. A preview of what the trip will bring. Come listen and experience the journey for yourself!
A Lower Saxony Story
Nicky Goldsteen & Martin ter Denge

Nicky Goldsteen grew up in the Lower Saxony region and graduated from the AKI in Enschede. In his work, he seeks the myths, the light and the mystery in the environment and in the paint. Martin ter Degen is known as an ‘artistic (regional)’ language fanatic from Twente. One knows him as a lyricist from Twente, a Loversaxtivist, a musician or a drawing artist. The connection between these two artists is in the language, Lower Saxony, that is how they communicate and work together. The occasion for this exhibition is Martin ter Degen’s lecture at Studium Generale on 22 March from 19:30-21:00.

FOR MORE INFORMATION, ENROLMENT AND TICKETS PLEASE CHECK
utwente.nl/culture

Sun 24 April, 15.00 Muziekhuiscentrum Enschede
Lustrumconcert SHOT/SOLO – Studenten Harmonie Orkest Twente and SHOT Oud Leden Orkest

Studenten Harmonie Orkest Twente will celebrate their 30th anniversary with a grand concert. SHOT will perform a specially composed piece for their sixth lustrum in the first half. In the second half SOLO will be heard. SHOT’s reunion orchestra. Take this opportunity to watch not one, but two amazing orchestras perform beautiful music.

Mon 25 April, 19.30-20.30, Vrijhof Agora
The Gaia Hypothesis – Firma MES/Lindertje Mans with Roald van Oosten

What does a fish think about the future of humanity? If we are all part of the same system, maybe we should ask other parts of the system what to do? Immerse yourself in an atmosphere where biology and philosophy come together in a theatrical concert full of dark synthpop and spoken word. The audience is taken on a journey through all layers of the universe. A search for intimacy and a new relationship between humankind and its surroundings.

Thu 28 April – Thu 30 June, 19.00-22.00, Vrijhof Workshop 2
Welding Follow-up course (2) – Henk Maassen

If you want to develop your welding skills and creativity further, then this follow-up course Creative Welding gives you the possibility to create your own metal artworks.

Wed 11 May, 19.30-21.00, Open Air Theatre (in case of bad weather, Vrijhof)
Global Comedy Night - MC Adam Fields and guests

The Global Comedy Night is an evening stand-up in its purest form. Hilarious, inventive, sometimes a little strange or with a musical twist, but always funny. Because that’s what comedy is all about: the joke! The Comedy Night is a relaxed night. Make sure your phone is turned off when the best comedians hit the stage. Master of Ceremonies is Adam Fields, a true Londoner currently living in Amsterdam.

Sat 23 April, 11.00-23.00, Bastille Drakenkelder
Fanaat Open - Fanaat

Fanaat Open is a board game day. At the Fanaat Open, Fanaat provides the opportunity to everyone to stop by their club room De Drakenkelder and play games from their grand collection of games. If a game seems interesting to you, just grab it and ask if someone wants to join. If people are setting up a game, ask if you can join it. People will be happy to explain the game’s rules to you.

Fri 6 May, 20.00, 7 & Sun 8 May, 15.00, Vrijhof Agora
1000 zalen - Nest Toneeli // NL